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Insects: their wonder, their value and our
fears.
I began my life with a fear of insects and a lot of other
fears often inherited by the responses I observed in
other people. As a child we model the actions of those
around us. There are of course many fears we acquire
through our own experience where we injure our
bodies through accident, mischief and miss-adventure;
challenging ourselves. These fears through challenge
and experimenting often mature into understanding
and caution around potential danger –sharp edges, fire
and the like. We learn to ‘get over it’ and pick up the
knife or the matches with confidence and the original
fear is often replaced with caution, confidence and
finally competence.
There are some fears, however, which remain and can
plague us for many years if we do not consciously
address them. Fear of Insects and spiders is a response
I am sorry to see in children. Though I understand, as I
also held them myself and have memories of near
terror of what I later learnt were completely harmless
weevils.
I was fortunate to work in entomological research for a
time and through that, was able to largely resolve my
fear and learn to love the wonder of the insect world. I
remain curious where my fear of insects began. Often, I
see little children laugh with glee handling such
animals without fear. As parents, we of course want to
protect them from harm and so if there is a possibility
the ’insect’ they happen to be playing with is
dangerous, we err on the side of caution and
discourage play. This moment is one where our own
fears are likely to come in to play; the energy held in
our response is what matters. Of course it might be a
red back or funnel web so we must be careful. But
imprinting fears is potent and can be life-long. This is a

great time to find a jar and piece of paper to slide under
the being to capture it temporarily for close inspection
before returning it to it’s home. Keeping dead insects in
jars and later handling the harmless body is also a
gentle way to ease in to handling live insects.
Handling insects such as spiders and bees safely,
properly and respectfully is a matter of knowing the
facts and that usually means being shown with an
explanation. This learning is carried through life and
can expand your feeling of peace and trust in nature by
removing the fear in situations where there might be
the potential; camping, bush walking, in a cubby, under
the house etc.
As a part of Landcraft the children discover and
experience a diverse range of invertebrates. I pay
particular attention to showing how to handle these
wonderful beings or as the case may be, when not to
handle them. Being alert and not alarmed is what I feel
is important. I will always protect your children as I do
the insects.
Michael Rowland
Landcraft and Gardening Teacher

Christian — Class 6

Diary Dates
Friday 12 Februaru
Wednesday 24 February
Saturday 27 February
Monday 1—Friday 5 March
Monday 8 March
Wednesday 10 March
Thursday 10 March
Sunday 14 March
Monday 15—Friday 19 March
Friday 19 March

3:00pm—5:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm—8:45pm
TBC

TBC
TBC

P&F Welcome Back BBQ
Class 1&2 Playground
P&F Meeting
Honeysuckle Room
Rudolf Steiner Birthday Celebration
Music Room
Classes 1—3 Swimming
Public Holiday
Class Photos
Class Photos
Sibling Photos (must be booked in with the photographer)
Class 4—6 Swimming
Harvest Festival

Class 9 kicks off the year with a Journey
Camp!

ECC Enjoy A Social Start to 2021

As a welcome to the Upper School, Class 9 embarked

Fantail and Pipit have enjoyed a delightfully social start

on a 4 day journey over the mountain and back down

to the school year. The week before school commenced

the Derwent river to school by foot and by kayak.

an introductory morning session was held for all new
little kinder and kinder age children. Whilst the children
were baking bread and exploring the rooms, parents
enjoyed cups of tea on the verandah and set to work
cutting out one hundred felt love hearts. A member of
each family then stitched a love heart for their child to
hold dear at rest time.

mountain, the challenges of the Ropes Course (where
students worked together to overcome curly problems
and then jumped from the top of a tall tree to a
swinging trapeze), the paddle along the Alum cliffs in
sea kayaks, the many games of cricket, welcoming new
students Oliver and Rebecca, and welcoming back

Our Parent Evenings were held on the following night.
During the evening parents decorated a

Highlights included camping at the Springs on the

birthday

celebration candle for their child. Such a beautiful
basket of joyous candles were filled in each room at
the end of the evening.
We finished our coming back to school preparations
with a Garden Working Bee. The garden received much
love and attention, thank you all for your hard work.

Ruby.
Walking and kayaking allowed the students to more
fully connect with their local environment as we
circumnavigated the familiar skyline that we live
beneath. It showed that there is so much to explore in
our own backyards.
There were many people to thank along the way. Dave
and Vince for challenging us and keeping us safe on the

These opportunities for all to connect have certainly

ropes course. Dan and Jai (alumni!) for guiding us in

helped a settled and happy start to the year. We look

kayaks. Simon for again welcoming us to the Taroona

forward to the year ahead with our kindergarten

scout hut.

families.

enthusiastic, inspiring and humble all at the same time.

Melanie

And the ever intrepid Urs who backed trailers and

Greg and Qug for showing how to be

helped along the way.
We are now looking forward to a rewarding year in the
upper school, with many adventurous camps as much
anticipated
highlights.
Frank

The directors of RSEF holding one of the paintings—Left to rightAnnette Fuhr- Evitt, Anna Stover, Jane Bradshaw and Liz Moore.

News and Events

Working With Vulnerable People Card

The Rudolf Steiner Education Foundation
Donation

We would like to remind parents and inform new

The Rudolf Steiner Education Foundation in Tasmania

required to have their Working With Vulnerable People

donated two paintings of Rudolf Steiner to the State’s

Registration Card. This has been mandatory since

Waldorf schools. The foundation invited artist Amy Reid

Wednesday 1 February 2017.

(an alumnus of

Tarremah Steiner School from

the 1990s) to paint her impression of Rudolf Steiner,
with the intention of donating the works to each of the
two Tasmanian schools, Tarremah and Tamar Valley.
These paintings were produced as “a personal heartfelt
engagement with Dr Steiner, that is playful and full
of colour and life”.
After completing her fine arts degree, Amy studied
Steiner education at Melbourne Rudolf Steiner College
and went on to be a Class teacher at Collingwood
College in the Waldorf stream there.
The Rudolf Steiner Education Foundation is a not-forprofit incorporated body set up to support low-income
families to access Steiner education in Tasmania. From
2011 until 2018, RSEF used the interest on a capital

parents that all volunteers coming into the School are

If you wish to volunteer in our School, you must have a
current WWVP Registration, without this, you will be
unable to volunteer. Some examples of volunteering
are:
 Parent Help with classes / Excursions
 P&F Association
 P&F Events, e.g. Sausage Sizzle cake stall,
Grandparent’s Day Stall, etc.
 Canteen
 Coaching a Sporting Team
The application process is to be completed online at
www.justice.tas.gov.au and payment can be paid at any
Service Tasmania Shop. You will need to show 100
points of ID and have your photo taken.

investment to support more than 60 families across the

Please bring your WWVP Registration card with you to

State by subsidising their school fees. The capital

the School Office whenever you are to sign in to

amount was transferred to the Tamar Valley Steiner

volunteer.

School in 2018 to assist it in purchasing its new school

If you have any questions please contact the Office.

campus.
Jane
Bradshaw

2021 Term Dates
Term 1: Wednesday 3 February to Thursday 1 April
Easter: In Term 1 Holidays
Term 2: Tuesday 20 April to Friday 25 June
Student Free Day: Monday 19 April
Term 3: Monday 19 July to Friday 24 September
Student Free Day: Monday 16 August
Term 4: Tuesday 12 October to Thursday 9 December
Student Free Day: Monday 11 October
School Holiday: Friday 22 October
Student Free Day: Monday 8 November

Why Waldorf Students Knit (excerpt)

Resiliency Through Habit

https://phillywaldorf.com/why-waldorf-students-knit/

There is a place in education for abstract concepts, but

Knitting has been gathering a lot of attention lately by
crafters and scientists alike. It turns out knitting and
handwork provides a host of brain and wellbeing
benefits to people of all ages. For students, in
particular, knitting provides an essential learning

engaging students in hands-on relevant work that
requires patience, persistence and follow through
allows learning to really takes hold. Students who knit
must concentrate on the task at hand and must stay
with it day after day.
Wellbeing and Self Esteem

medium.
A child who is knitting a hat or a toy kitten sees their
will transformed into art. They see their focused,

Last, but hardly least, knitting is good for the soul and
good for the esteem.

detailed work turn into something beautiful and

Knitting, like recess, play, social emotional learning,

purpose filled. They experience how the conceptual

music and art can seem like a softer skill to pursue

becomes concrete. This is why Waldorf education

during a busy academic day, and yet, it is clearly an

founder, Rudolf Steiner, lectured on the importance of

amazing tool and medium for teaching these and other

handwork for students just under 100 years ago. “From

essential skills to school children, especially in our STEM

Play, through Beauty, to Work: This is a golden path for

focused world.

education. In later life the most abstract tasks, the

As Steiner said, “Headwork alone, which only occupies

most difficult techniques, do not arouse antipathy if

the intellect, does not reach the spirit.”

this path has been followed during childhood.”
But knitting teaches and offers more than abstract
concept mastery like creating art from will or tangibles
from follow through. It also teaches simple and
complex

mathematics;

hand,

eye

and

brain

coordination; sensory integration; and resiliency of
habit… all while promoting peace of mind.
Mathematics
Counting is required in knitting. Students must count
stitching and rows often in complicated ways. There
are different colors and different row lengths based on
what’s being created, which force children to think
flexibly about patterns that emerge and transform. The
simple act of working with hands in math results in
better learning outcomes. Studies show that using
physical materials, or manipulatives as they call them,
improve math skills and learning.
Eye, Hand and Brain Coordination
Many essential developmental skills are required of
children as they knit and do other handwork. These
include engaging in small motor skills, eye tracking, eye
hand coordination, crossing the midline, bilateral hand
movement and spatial oriented thinking.
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